
== Goal:
Produce walk descriptions for (all?) EL (core?) paths. 
== Purpose:
Encourage more path use; improve path use experience
== Who is our audience?
- People who rarely if ever walk
- Occasional walkers
- Experienced walkers
- Locals and Visitors
== Method:
- Encourage all volunteers to produce a description.
- What else already exists?

- NickM already has half a dozen.
- Core path maps, names & numbers, as £5 A4 paperback
- Leaflets: Walks Around East Linton, other towns 

- Publish
- Online on council (& charity?) website
- print as a booklet?
- Print & distribute, to tourism, library, shops, orgs, ...

- Format
- Size
1 page or 2 (=for double-sided print), or more?
A4 or 2xA5?
- Format
Easy to print & to use on laptop, tablet & mobile, Windows, IOS, Android
pdf is maybe best format
- Versions
special version for mobile phones? 

== Examples
- NM Nick Morgan

Good basis
Reduce width of headings to give more room for other data

- DH Dave Hapgood
Several pages. Detailed. Little wasted space

- EC ELC
?

- DP Duncan Priddle
Good route pictures

- WH Walk Highlands
- lot of info & pictures

- MC Midlothian council
- 2 pages: 1xDescr, 1xMap
- I found it just the right level
- I downloaded, pre-walk, wikipedia pages (via "Pocket") on major POIs

- Path Promotion course guidelines
- positive, personal, simple

== Structure
- Title

eg Section of the River Tyne 
- Start/Finish

town/village, car park, ?grid ref. Clear on map
eg Start in Haddington at Victoria bridge, finish in East Linton



Ideally a round walk. Even if twice as long. If not, how to return
- Distance/Time/Ascent

eg 8k/5.5 miles, 3.5h (return), 150m total ascent
- Terrain

What is underfoot; any difficulties
eg mostly earth paths (can be muddy), some tarmac, several stiles and wooden steps. Some 

steep sections 
- Summary

One sentence summary. Include a positive word!
eg A long but easy walk all along the riverside. 
eg A short sharp climb to great views across the whole county

- Directions
Description of each decision point. Well signposted?

- Points of Interest
eg  See swans, dippers, wagtails, maybe roe deer. Abundant wild flowers in spring
Structures (numbered, marked on map). URLs to POIs and other walks
eg 4. Hailes_Castle – One of Scotland’s oldest stone castles, originally built in 1220 and 
much extended since.

- Map
style?: O/S, NickM, DH-opentopomaps
with start/finish, POIs, other usefuls, marked

- Picture(s)?
Pic says a 1000 words, if well chosen

- Transport
bus, rail, parking
eg Frequent buses between Haddington & East linton. Easy parking in both places
eg Nearest public transport is 5 miles.

- Services
shops, pubs, cafes, toilets at both ends of the walk

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hailes_Castle

